tiki-list_quizzes.tpl calls for non-existing icon

Description

tiki-list_quizzes calls for an icon named "gear" which does not exist. Although it is clear what such an icon could depict, there is no icon file of that name (I checked both low-res and higher res "large") and no definition exists that could point otherwise. Checked in legacy and checked in Glyphicon, there is no gear.

Line 6:

```html
{button href="tiki-edit_quiz.php" class="btn btn-link" _type="link" _icon_name="gear" _text="{tr}Admin Quizzes{/tr}"}
```
Comments

hman 09 Nov 20 15:25 GMT-0000

Don't know about Glyphicon and Fontawesome, but FamFamFam, the basis for Tikis lowest-res icons (16x16) also does not contain an icon named gear. But a "cog.png" which symbolizes exactly that, a single gear (or cogwheel). So I will add a redirection to legacy.php, see my feature request to add missing icons to Tiki classic icon set. cog.png will have to be added to the distribution in order for this to work.

hman 09 Nov 20 17:42 GMT-0000

/templates/tiki-admin_menus.tpl line 9 calls for non-listed icon "cogs":

```html
<button href="tiki-admin_modules.php" _icon_name="cogs" _type="link" _text="{tr}Modules{/tr}"

Now it gets complicated. In the correction of the latter comment I introduced "cog.png" from FamFamFam to replace the non-existing gear. But here "cogs" gets called, which neither exists in the definition list nor in the icon files. This is the plural, which would indicate more than one cogwheel.

In the definition list "cog" DOES exist (!), but is redirected to "wrench". I now have the choice to redirect "cogs" to either "wrench.png" or "cog.png". What should I choose? The last editor of tiki-admin_menus was "pom2ter".
/templates/tiki-directory_admin_bar.tpl line 2 calls for non-existing icon "binoculars" (and no entry in the definition list):

```html
{button href="tiki-directory_browse.php" _icon_name="binoculars" class="btn btn-link _type="link" _text="{tr}Browse{/tr}"}
```

However, find.png shows binoculars, so I added a redirection to legacy.php.

/human 09 Nov 20 19:28 GMT-0000

/templates/error.tpl line 113 calls for the non-existing icon "arrow-left" (and no entry in the definition list):

```html
{button _type="link" _icon_name="arrow-left" _onclick="javascript:history.back();return false;" _text="{tr}Go back{/tr}" _ajax="n"}
```

However, a arrow_left.png DOES exist (underscore instead of dash). Added a redirection in legacy.php.

/human 09 Nov 20 20:08 GMT-0000

/templates/search/list/table.tpl line 13 calls for non-existing icon "caret-square-o-right". And frankly, telling from the name I have no idea how that is supposed to look like...

```html
{button href='javascript:void(0)' _type="primary" _class="btn btn-primary btn-sm table-expand-toggle" _icon_name="caret-square-o-right" _title="{tr}Expand table{/tr}"}
```

It's missing in legacy, and it's missing in Glyphicons. I found something from Fontawesome:

https://fontawesome.com/v4.7.0/icon/caret-square-o-right

This looks something like a "play" button from a media player, but this icon was called from search/list/table?!

I think I should redirect this to the play button that's already there, although its in a round border, not a square one: control_play.png.

/human 09 Nov 20 20:26 GMT-0000
templates/tiki-list_banners.tpl line 9 calls for non-existing icon "sticky-note-o":

```html
<button href="tiki-edit_banner.php" class="btn btn-link" _type="link" _icon_name="sticky-note-o" _text="{tr}Create banner{/tr}"/>
```

However, there is a note.png in FamFamFam, that depicts a Post-It note in characteristic yellow. I'll introduce that file and make a redirection to it.

---

hman 09 Nov 20 21:31 GMT-0000

/templates/admin/include_general.tpl line 8 calls for non-existing icon "heartbeat":

```html
<button _class="btn btn-link tips" _type="text" href="tiki-check.php" _icon_name="heartbeat" _text="{tr}Server Fitness{/tr}" _title=":{tr}Check if your server meets the requirements for running Tiki{/tr}"/>
```

---

hman 09 Nov 20 21:42 GMT-0000

/templates/tiki-list_quizzes.tpl line 9 calls for non-existing icon "bar-chart":

```html
<button href="tiki-quiz_stats.php" class="btn btn-link" _type="link" _icon_name="bar-chart" _text="{tr}Quiz Stats{/tr}"/>
```

However, there DOES exist a "chart_bar.png". Creating a redirection.

---

hman 10 Nov 20 18:56 GMT-0000

/templates/tiki-directory_admin_bar.tpl line 10 calls for non-existing icon "chain":

```html
<button href="tiki-directory_admin_related.php" _icon_name="chain" class="btn btn-link" _type="link" _text="{tr}Related{/tr}"/>
```

Creating a redirection to link.png.

---

hman 10 Nov 20 21:25 GMT-0000

/templates/modules/mod-login_box.tpl line 311 calls for non-existing icon "linkedin":

```html
<button _icon_name='linkedin' _text='{tr}Log in via LinkedIn{/tr}' _class='btn btn-social btn-linkedin' _script='tiki-socialnetworks_linkedin.php' _auto_args=connect connect='y' _title='{tr}Log in via LinkedIn{/tr}''/>
```

I created versions of the LinkedIn logo from https://brand.linkedin.com/downloads in sizes 20 and 48 width and created a proper redirection to the file. The terms from LinkedIn say that modifications are not allowed, so I only resized, including the trademark symbol, which of course is unreadable in 20px.

hman 10 Nov 20 21:50 GMT-0000
/templates/tiki-mytiki_bar.tpl line 31 calls for non-existing icon "tasks":

```html
<li>{button _icon_name="tasks" _type="link" _text="{tr}Tasks{/tr}" href="tiki-user_tasks.php"/></li>
```

Creating a redirection to tasks_shared.png.

hman 11 Nov 20 11:15 GMT-0000
Oops, should have been "task_shared.png". Corrected.

hman 10 Nov 20 21:52 GMT-0000
/templates/tiki-mytiki_bar.tpl line 55 calling for non-existing icon "files":

```html
<li>{button _icon_name="files" _type="link" _text="{tr}MyFiles{/tr}" href="tiki-userfiles.php"/></li>
```

Creating a redirection to userfiles.png.

hman 10 Nov 20 22:04 GMT-0000
/templates/tiki-mytiki_bar.tpl line 72 calling for non-existing icon "mail-forward":

```html
<li>{button _icon_name="mail-forward" _type="link" _text="{tr}Mail-in{/tr}" href="tiki-user_mailin.php"/></li>
```

Creating a redirection to email_go.png.

hman 11 Nov 20 11:20 GMT-0000
A patch is needed in /templates/tiki-mytiki_bar.tpl. Lines 23-26:
Both calls to the icon named "admin_messages" need to be changed into "envelope". Reason: admin_messages is redirected to the larger icon /large/messages.png that breaks to look and feel (because it's larger than the other icons in mytiki_bar. The icon named "envelope" just displays 16 px FamFamFam envelope which nicely fits to the other icons.

It is NOT feasible to change the redirection of admin_messages to envelope.png, because admin_messages icon is also called on the control panel of messages, where the larger icon is definitely needed!

hman 11 Nov 20 18:43 GMT-0000
Changes were also necessary to the other admin_* icons. All included in my big Zip file on the referenced feature request.

hman 11 Nov 20 18:32 GMT-0000
I have created a completely overhauled legacy.php definitions file, made some adjustments (more polished look by streamlining the icons in mytiki_bar, placing the icons for webmail on transparent background AND introduced new icons to tiki-sheet which were really missing: insert before and insert after row/column had the very same icons! So I created new icons for "after" which completely fit the style of the existing icons, and while doing that I placed them all on transparent background - for unknown reasons some of them where previously placed on white, disrupting the polished look).

I created a Zip file with all additions and changes, and will upload it to the feature request to add missing icons (which is linked further above as a reference).

hman 14 Nov 20 08:22 GMT-0000
Just realized that the bubble help for add multi columns/rows also states that multi insertion happens after the selection. In order to
stay consistent in the icon symbolization logic I had to flip the images for adding multi rows/columns and created new Zips for the changes and their intermediates.

hman 14 Nov 20 09:36 GMT-0000

Created a new low-res icon for category to better fit the other small icons on tiki-objektpermissions.tpl. Created new global changes Zip and intermediate Zip. Also created a nicer looking no-eye.png that doesn't stick out that much as the original did.
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